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In this New Age philosophy of the spiritual re-awakening of man, it is necessary that he acquire a greater 
awareness of knowledge which is the basis of the spirit-that God Quality which is recorded in his soul, always 
increasing as his power to acquire it increases.

Man’s knowledge is his power. The expression of that power is in his thinking. As man gradually acquires more 
knowledge from the Source, his thinking power increases in proportion so that he may express his increasing 
knowledge. Thinking is not knowledge, therefore, thinking is not power. Thinking is an electric wave extension 
from the centering fulcrum of knowledge which divides knowledge into ideas and sets those ideas in motion to 
create forms and products of knowledge through expressed ideas.

Man’s knowledge is like a deep well of still water. His thinking is like a two-way pump which divides the quality 
of that stillness into quantities of parts and sets them flowing. That is what the physical universe is: quantities 
of many seemingly separated moving things extended from the one quality of unity in God-and each one is 
forever seeking to find that unity.

Knowledge is the foundation of man’s concepts. Thinking transfers his concepts into product. The quality of his 
product depends upon the quality of knowledge and not upon the quality or quantity of his thinking. Water 
cannot be drawn from an empty well, nor can clear water be drawn from a muddied well. Likewise good 
product cannot come from thinking without knowledge or understanding to back that thinking.

Knowledge cannot be acquired from without. It is acquired from within through recollection, recognition, 
intuition, or inspiration, which is the language of the spirit. Knowledge should not be confused with 
information. Information belongs to effect, and knowledge to cause. Just as food in the grocery store is not 
nourishment until its essentials are converted to the blood stream, likewise information is not knowledge until 
its essentials, which are cause in it, are recognized by the spirit as eternal truth.

A musician cannot teach another to become a musician. He can but inform the pupil of the technique of music, 
but music itself is of the soul. He may re-inspire the pupil with his inspiration but cannot otherwise transfer his 
inspiration to his pupil.

Man’s purpose in this New Age is to acquire more and more knowledge, to manifest his unity with his creator in
accomplishing the unity of man.


